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a few well spoken words addressed to Mr. Clay whilst the latter stood in the porch of my house and by my side. The feuds of the past and the asperities caused by them were as completely ignored in these conversations as if they had never existed. I having entirely and forever withdrawn from public life and he being on the point of doing the same thing we had no motive to refrain from speaking freely as we thought and felt or to limit the measure of our entertainment as we reviewed together the misinterpretations, unfounded conjectures and 'till now inexplicable failures of "best laid plans" which had been experienced on many exciting occasions both by ourselves and by our respective parties. The inclinations of our dispositions had been towards the cultivation of friendly personal relations from a very early period in our public lives, with an unfailing readiness to resume them after the successive and violent shocks to which they had been from time to time, exposed had sufficiently subsided. This tendency on my side sprang, to no small extent, from admiration of the genial and winning social qualities and carriage for which in his prime of life he was greatly distinguished. These attracted my observation for the first time on his return from the Mission to Ghent, when I was a visitor at Washington and received a liberal share of his courtesies, and he retained them in a good degree to the end altho' sobered by domestic sorrows and at times clouded by the adverse incidents of his public life. His own inclination in the same direction was, I have always believed, influenced by the recollection of occasions on which I had manifested a regard for his welfare which he had never been afforded an opportunity to reciprocate.
To two of these I will briefly refer. One of them presented itself in the rough and tumble Presidential canvass of 1824, when I made my debut in the art and business of President-making, at Washington, as one of the leading supporters of Mr. Crawford. Becoming each day more convinced of the practicability of electing the latter and of preserving the republican party, then threatened with destruction, if Mr. Clay would, for the time, decline his pretensions to the Presidency and consent to stand for the second place on the ticket with Mr. Crawford and feeling sincerely friendly to both of these gentlemen, I made unwearied efforts to bring about that arrangement. The person thro' whom I chiefly worked to that end was Col. Thomas H. Benton, Mr. Clay's relative, I think, by marriage,1 at all events, then his ardent friend and a young Senator of much promise. I succeeded fully in satisfying the Colonel on two points, viz: that with such a ticket we would most likely succeed
1 Van Buren states this relationship with liis usual care. The common report that Hcnton iincl Clay were cousins was without foundation. Anne Gooch, nn orphan, who was brought up by her uncle, Col. Thomas Hart, married Josso Benton and named licr eldest son after her uncle. Henry Clay married a daughter of Col. Hart.

